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PROPERTY

The property consists of 10 contiguous claims in Churchill 
Township, District of Sudbury, Larder Lake Mining Division, 
The claims are numbered 344945 to 344947 inclusive and 
354571 to 354577 inclusive.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claims are located in east central Churchill Township, 
centering around Perkins Lake. The claims are 2 miles 
north by, trail from Highway No. 560 at Cryderman Lake.

TOPOGRAPHY

This is an area of low relief, with elevation changes less 
than 100 feet. The drainage is poor with much swampy ground* 
Drainage is to the south-east from Perkins Lake with the 
drainage channels frequently blocked by beaver dams. ; ; ;;

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Recent: 

Precambriank

Boulder clay.

Quartz Diorite, Diorite, Diabase.

Quartz Porphyry.
' "' * ' . ' ' 

X
Iron formation. .^ .
Conglomerate.

Andesite.

Dacite, Rhyodacite.

Rhyolite tuff and Agglomerate.

Rhyolite and Porphyritic Ryholite,
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GEOLOGY

The claims are underlain by volcanic and sedimentary rocks 
which have been tilted at an undetermined angle and are 
partially covered by remnants of an intrusive sill of diorite* 
The sedimentary band, mainly iron formation, strikes north 
west indicating the probable trend of the enclosing volcanics* 
In the north, on claim 354574, some outcrops of conglomerate 
occur; these are outliers of a more extensive conglomerate ; 
series just north of the claim group and are not related to 
the iron formation.

The volcanics are part of the belt extending east-west across 
the adjacent townships. These volcanics were later intruded 
by diabase dikes and still later by a sill of Nipissing dior 
ite or diabase. Erosion has removed much of this sill and it 
now exists as a capping of irregularly spaced outcrops 
scattered over the volcanic basement. Differentiation between 
the diorite and andesite is difficult in the field, especially 
where the diorite is fine grained. Only a limited number of 
outcrops showed ophitic texture and these are probably diabase 
dikes rather than remnants of the sill.

MINERALIZATION

The iron formation contains considerable quartz in the form of 
fracture filling and locally about 5% pyrite. A small percent 
age of fine pyrite was noted in andesite on the south shore of 
Perkins Lake. A sample of this gave no values in gold. No : 
extensive mineralization was noted outside the iron formation.

CONCLUSIONS

Geological Survey

The volcanic rocks and the iron formation appear to be the 
most favourable host rocks for mineral deposits. Gold has 
been reported to occur in quartz veins in the volcanics on 
this property. The diorite sill appears to be barren but 
could possibly be host to silver veins. No large exposures 
of granitic intrusive rocks were found though some small 
exposures of this type were uncovered across the southern 
tier of claims, particularly Nos. 354571 and 354577. Expos 
ures of rusty weathering rhyolite are located on the west
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Geological Survey (cont'd)

shore of Perkins Lake; no significant mineralization was 
noted in this type of material.

The assemblage of acid and intermediate volcanics with its 
included sedimentary iron formation represents a favourable 
host environment for mineral deposits; much of the favour 
able ground, however, is masked by surficial deposits and 
a capping of diorite.

Magnetometer Survey

The base station for the magnetometer survey was established 
on the trail leading into the property at 50 + 00 S and 
2500 E. This was used as the main base station, the north- 
south base line was then surveyed and the readings corrected 
to this main base station. During the survey, the base line 
stations were used to correct for diurnal drift during the 
day. These checks took place every one to two hours as the 
picket lines were surveyed. The main base station was read 
at the beginning and end of each day as a check on the base 
line corrections.

Comparing the geological map with the magnetometer contours 
indicates that high magnetic readings occur over outcrops of 
diorite. Broad areas of lower readings are found in areas 
of extensive rhyolite outcropping.

The irregular nature of the diorite and diabase occurrences 
is indicated by the close proximity of high and low readings, 
On line 48 * 00 S between 2600 E and 2700 E, there is a 
difference of 13,000 gammas in a horizontal distance of less 
than 100 feet. These large differences are, in part, due to 
the rapid changes in the vertical thickness of the diorite 
sill. The main trend of the magnetic contours is just west 
of north possibly reflecting the main axes of the diorite 
sill remnants. The underlying volcanics, which appear to 
strike north-west, may also affect the contours to some de 
gree where the sill is thin. The broad spacing of low gamma 
values, extending northerly through the middle of the claim 
group, indicates that there is little diabase or diorite in 
this central area of the claims. It is apparent that the 
high magnetic response of the diorite masks the weaker mag 
netic pattern of the underlying volcanics/ and obscures the 
structural pattern of the basement. No interpretation of 
the structure of the underlying volcanics can therefore be 
made from ^he magnetic map.' ,i,
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Magnetometer Survey (cont'd)

It is possible, however, that a radical change in direction 
of the volcanics would be reflected by a change in the axis 
of the overlying diorite. This woulcjr in turn, effect a 
change in the magnetic contours. These, however/ trend 
uniformly across the claims at an azimuth of 350 degrees, 
indicating little change in the strike of the underlying 
formations.

T. Heale, P.Eng.

Enclosures:

One geological map.
One magnetometer reading map.
One magnetic contour map.
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